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	Since the pioneering discovery by Felgner et al. (1987) that cationic lipid

	can efficiently transfect cells, there was a surge of research activity in this

	area. The field received another boost when Nabel et al. (1993) successfully

	completed a small phase I clinical trial in gene therapy of melanoma

	using cationic liposome as a vector. The data strongly suggest that non-viral

	vectors may be efficacious and safe in humans. Since then, many different

	cationic lipids and polymers have been developed as vectors, some of them

	also entered into clinical trials and others became commercial transfection

	agents.





	An equally important event occurred in 1990 (Wolff et al.). The work

	indicated that naked DNA can transfect muscle cells when injected

	intramuscularly. This is the beginning of using physical methods to introduce

	DNA into cells. Since then, all major physical techniques, including pressure,

	electricity, sound, light, heat, and particle bombardment, have been attempted.

	Some of these methods are quite efficient. For example, the hydrodynamic

	injection methods developed independently by Zhang et al., 1998 and Liu et al.,

	1998, is the best method of transfecting liver cells among all viral and non-viral

	vectors.





	There was also much progress made in the molecular biological design

	of the transgene expression system. For example, site-specific integration of the

	transgene is now possible for prolonged gene expression without the threat of

	insertional mutagenesis.





	Since the publication of the first edition of Non-viral Vectors for Gene

	Therapy in 1999, the field has experienced significant progress in both chemical

	and physical vectors. More importantly, many mechanistic studies have

	appeared to address how the vector works and why the vector produces

	toxicity. It is safe to state that 18 years after the Felgner’s publication, the field

	of non-viral vector for gene therapy is approaching maturity.





	Due to much expansion of the field, it is not possible to include

	all chapters of this edition in a single book. The two volumes are roughly

	divided into chemical and physical methods emphasizing mechanistic aspects

	of the vector. The new edition is then ended with a high note of delivering

	siRNA for therapeutic purpose. RNA interference is definitely a new dimension

	in non-viral gene therapy which will attract much attention in the years to

	come.
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Beginning Java SE 6 Game ProgrammingCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	This book will teach you how to create games with the awesome Java language.
	Previous editions emphasized the casual game market with chapter projects
	designed to run in AppletViewer or in a web browser. While still relevant, the
	code in this new edition is a bit simpler, using a JFrame more often instead of an
	applet, so that...
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Secrets of Podcasting, Second Edition: Audio Blogging for the Masses (2nd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2006
Whether you want to create your own podcasts or just would like to locate and then listen to audio programs on your portable player, this is the book for you. In Secrets of Podcasting, Second 			Edition,author ...
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Hdl Chip Design: A Practical Guide for Designing, Synthesizing & Simulating Asics & Fpgas Using Vhdl or VerilogDoone, 1998

	Arthur C. Clarke once wrote that any sufficiently advanced civilization would possess seemingly magical powers to a lesser-advanced one. Technology, and in particular computer technology, has and always will present a Janus head...
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Modern Aspects of Electrochemistry 35Springer, 2002


	The Modern Aspects of Electrochemistry series continues with

	its thirty-fifth volume but with the regrettable retirement of its founding

	editor, Professor J.O’M. Bockris (see Appreciation on p. v).





	As in most previous volumes, a series of five chapters is

	presented covering both the electrolyte solution and...
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Apple Pro Training Series: DVD Studio Pro 4Peachpit Press, 2005
Now the best-selling book on DVD Studio Pro is even better. Fully updated for DVD Studio Pro 4 and with complete coverage of the new version of Compressor, the industrial-strength encoder that dramatically speeds up encoding of MPEG-2 and H.264 HD DVD video, this self-paced guide is the fastest way to learn to author professional, interactive DVDs....
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Artificial Intelligence: Methodology, Systems, and Applications: 11th International Conference, AIMSA 2004, Varna, Bulgaria, September 2-4, 2004Springer, 2004
The 11th Conference “Artificial Intelligence: Methodology, Systems, Applications – Semantic Web Challenges” (AIMSA 2004) continued successfully pursuing the main aim of the AIMSA series of conferences – to foster the multidisciplinary community of artificial intelligence researchers, embracing both the theoretic...
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